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One million Americans who used to accept simple tension and fatigue
as “part of modern life” know today that a better life is possible

STORY OF ONE MILLION AMERICANS WHO
WANTED MORE OUT OF LIVING

HAT is it that could change so many tense and tired lives (that result from the fast pace of
modern living) into something better?  The answer can be found in homes and offices all

over America—as well as in many hospitals—wherever a new marvel of modern science is being
put to use.

This product of painstaking research is known as Cyclo-Massage® equipment by Niagara.  It is a
combination of controlled heat and gently penetrating massage—all in one soft foam rubber unit
which is applied to any part of the body without disrobing.  You simply adjust the controls to suit
your needs, and Niagara’s unique action literally radiates throughout the body, gently penetrating
not only bones—but through muscles and soft tissue as well.

Helps induce natural sleep: This heat and massage action helps increase blood circulation
wherever applied and promotes a marvelous feeling of relaxation or stimulation . . . controlled
according to your need.  And because it is so effective in helping to relieve simple physical and
nervous tension, it is being used by many people to help induce deep, natural sleep—without the
aid of drugs or pills.

Used by doctors: Many doctors have already purchased Niagara® equipment for their personal
use and have advised their patients to do the same.  Studies in leading teaching hospitals and
medical colleges provide factual proof that Niagara equipment helps relieve simple tension and
fatigue whenever they occur—while it helps increase blood circulation in areas of application—
without the side effects sometimes associated with the use of drugs.

Helpful information on request: You can learn more about these marvels of modern science—
Cyclo-Massage portable health appliances and health furniture by Niagara. For complete details
mail this coupon today.
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Please send me full information about the
benefits of Niagara health equipment.
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